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♂Deep Dark Fight♂ - it's a 2.5 D platformer. You play as the master Van Darkholme, who has to save mankind from
extinction. It needs to go through many trials, because his opponent is not just a man, he is a great boss of his gym! For find this

boss, you have to get to the hell!

♂Gameplay and The history of creation♂
It's a hardcore 2.5 D platformer with a side view. The graphics in the game is made in traditions of old school games (8-16 bit).
The gameplay itself is a combination of hardcore arcade platformer. While playing, you will meet many enemies, traps, bosses,
power-UPS and many other surprises. The plot of the game is the imagination of developers combined with some cases from

different video...

This game offers various:

 levels,

 locations,

 improvements,

 traps,

 bosses,

and much more!
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Originally planned for a "time filler" during our 2018 Extra Life stream, Treadnauts turned into just about the most fun I had in
that 24-hour span. Hectic and crazy but with a sense of control that simply feels great, this is the perfect "couch game" for
anyone playing as well as anyone watching.. STS is a great retro game. It is simple, yet charming, easy in mechanics yet
challenging in gameplay. The music gets you all pumped up, the pixel art graphics are well made and bring a good sensation of
nostalgia from the earlier console age. You can play it once for the challenge of beating it and many other times with your
friend\/s just for the fun of it.

10\/10 would say the wrong door to my friend again just to make him burn. :D. I love this game at times, but sometimes i play
arma 2.

What i find in the pros:

1. We are in the Russian Spetsnaz, that means we kick serious bum!

2. I honestly like to start a freak show, I would just put my units at the door, pew pew then die.

3. The guns are awesome.

Now to the cons,:

1. You can only buy one thing.

2. The game doesnt get updated that often, thats why I actually have bugs.

3. My computer lags to this game. I have a very good graphics card.

-Mecha2019 Im gonna do a yes because i do actually have fun.. Pretty great so far! Really good sense of style, both in terms of
visual presentation and the sound throughout. Core gameplay loop doesn't sound like much at first, but it's surprisingly
addictive! Runs can take anywhere from 1 to 10 minutes plus, so it can work quite nicely as something to play while you're
waiting for your teammates to die in PUBG, for example. Great variety in terms of maps, cars and weapons, all of which make
for pretty drastic changes in how the game plays out. The only real criticism I have is that it could use a few more enemy and
Mod options - that's pretty much it!. Great shmup with a play-style similar to Ray-Storm.

Only complaint I have is that the screen size is not configurable and is always set to something @ 800x600.
Any way to change this?
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Very, very early/barebones FPS with levels that are extremely bland and empty. Think a literal desert, with 5 enemies slowly
patrolling around waiting to get shot.

Awesome intro cinematic though, it's delightfully 90's.. Really fun gameplay.

Not as easy to control as War Thunder or World of Airplanes, but it's still on the arcade-y side of things.

The vistas are gorgeous, the clouds are evil (and pretty), and the dog fighting is really cool.

The replays after each mission are quite stylish, really enjoyed that touch. Great soundtrack too.

Overall, I'm finding this game easy to recommend.

Plays great with Keyboard+Mouse (though, weirdly, you can't change kb/mouse controls while in the middle of a mission - you
have to leave to the main menu for that). Also works well with gamepads, but I personally prefer keyboard+mouse.. Curious?
Yes...

Boring? Yes too...

Die, restart, die, restart... No permanent upgrades, not a lot of different enemys, not very good control of the plane... very
simple...

There is A LOT of older games must better than this. Nothing new under the sun.

. dear gods this is stupid. controls are murky, pushing buttons may potentially guide your character in the desired direction.
That's exactly what you *don't* need when jumping over traps while carrying a kitten is the most common puzzle.
This should be called Failis.. How the game is supposed to be played: Strategically position your citizens in various professions
so as to build your kingdom to the fullest, balancing multiple resources against natural disasters and raids by savage monsters,
teleporting across the map exploring the world in a grand adventure.

How the game is actually played: Completely gut your army and retreat from every battle, relying on the monks to recruit for
you between missions. Don't actually fight at all as the losses will never be worth the absolutely miniscule gold you get in return.
Don't invest in any alchemy shops either as you will never *ever* get the 250 gold you put into it back. Instead, turtle up, run
from every fight and ride on the in-between level rewards to buy your population all the way to victory, and feel dirty inside for
such a cheap victory.

Pros:

- Only cost me $2.

Cons:

- You get what you pay for. I've had more fun counting ceiling tiles.. Made by Finnish, for an American audience, only played
by Russians.

Fantastic game, love to death! Of course I would take a break from time to time to play GTA or NFS, but just like
Mot\u00f6rhead and STLP&W teriyaki sauce, this game had me coming home to it again and again! I couldn't put this game
down for days!

COULDN'T.

My copy's broke guys, I'm sorry. Sorry for myself that is, seems like everyone else is having the time of their lives!
RRRGHGH!
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 I suppose I should point that I do have an extra computer I picked up from a friend's dad that runs windows seven. If that won't
do then PLEASE, if ANYONE has a solution, TELL ME!!!

thanx ~ <3. FFFUUUUUUUUUUU!!!. Good game, even better with a good friend.. If you love Mozart you found the good
game
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